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QUESTION 1

Given: 

1.

  

2.

  

3.

  

4.

 Sun Solaris 

5.

 99.99 

6.

  

7.

 Solaris for Intel 

8.

  

9.

 A358185 

10.

  

11.

  

Which statement is correct? 

A. The message is SOAP-encoded because the encoding style is implied. 

B. The message is RPC-encoded because in the absence of other specifiers, this is the WS-I default. 

C. The message is document literal with type encoding, based on the schema provided. 
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D. The message is document literal wrapped because there is no encoded type information. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about digital signatures applied to an XML document? (Choose two.) 

A. The receiver verifies that the message matches the digital signature using its own private key. 

B. The receiver can use an XML Digital Signature for non-repudiation of unsigned data. 

C. The sender creates a digital signature using its own private key and sends that signature along with the original
document. 

D. The sender creates a digital signature using its own public key and sends that signature along with the original
document. 

E. The receiver verifies that the message matches the digital signature using the sender\\'s public key. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

Given the Java fragment and schema: 

1.

 //-- Java code fragment 

2.

 public enum USState {MA, NH} 

3.

 //-- Schema fragment 

4.

  

5.

  

6.

  

7.
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8.

  

9.

  

10.

 // .NET auto generated code from schema 

11.

 public enum usState { NH, MA } 

Which statement is true about .Net and WCF interoperability for this data? 

A. Based on the fragment, enumerations map well between Java and .Net. 

B. The subtle differences in the variable names make it clear these enumerations are NOT interoperable. 

C. The XML schema reveals the type on the enumeration is lost across the platforms. 

D. This exchange would be interoperable if the annotation @XmlEnum was applied to the Java method. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about JAX-WS dynamic invocation? 

A. Dynamic invocation clients use RPC typed interfaces to invoke the Web service. 

B. Dynamic invocation lets clients access a Web service without a WSDL. 

C. Dynamic invocation clients are bound at design-time to a single Web service. 

D. Dynamic invocation requires the client to statically configure the Web service proxy. 

E. The dynamic proxies provide dynamic invocation in JAX-WS. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Enterprise A invokes a Web service provided by enterprise B with some parameters, and receives a response. A
developer is making this interaction asynchronous so that A does not have to wait for B to finish processing. Which two
actions must be taken to fulfill this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. establish a Web service endpoint for enterprise A to receive the response 

B. partition the endpoint implementation in to interaction and processing layers so responses can be received
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independently 

C. convert all Web service methods to use XML documents as parameters and return values 

D. embed a correlation identifier in the request so that enterprise B can associate the response with it 

E. read messages from a queue populated by enterprise B at peak hours when response times are too slow 

Correct Answer: AD 
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